Comparing the relative size of summer enrollment is one of the ways to evaluate summer enrollment expectations at DePaul and other regional institutions. Relative size is a ratio calculated by dividing summer 2014 enrollment by fall 2013 enrollment (the most recent academic year for which both fall and summer enrollment figures are available).

At DePaul University, 7,103 graduate students enrolled in the fall 2013 term while 3,044 enrolled in summer 2014. The relative size of DePaul’s graduate summer enrollment is 42.9 percent compared with fall.

Analyzing summer enrollment at other regional institutions, graduate summer enrollment, on average, is 45.5 percent of the preceding fall term. Dominican University has the highest ratio of graduate summer enrollment at 90.9 percent and the University of Chicago has the smallest ratio at 23.4 percent.

2014 Graduate Summer Enrollment Snapshot at Select Regional Institutions

Graduate Enrollment Snapshot: Fall 2013 and Summer 2014

Note: Graduate enrollment excludes Professional (Law) students
Source: Institution websites, data collected April - May 2015 using most recent data available.
For more information, contact Coleen Dickman at x26645 or cdickma1@depaul.edu.